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The notions of accessible and strongly accessible approximative maps are defined and studied. 
Approximative maps obtained as limits of sequences of shape equivalences are strongly accessible. 
It is proved that strongly accessible approximative maps induce pseudo-isomorphisms in the sense 
of H. Kato. It is also seen that, under the assumption of calmness, shape morphisms induced by 
accessible approximative maps are left invertible. As an application some results of L. Boxer 
concerning approximately invertible maps are generalized. 
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accessible approximative map 
Shape morphisms between compacta lying in AR-spaces may be considered as 
induced by approximative maps in the sense of Borsuk [2, p. 871. An approximative 
map of a compactum X towards a compactum Y lying in a compact metric AR-space 
N is a sequence of maps fk: X + N such that for every neighborhood V of Y in N 
the homotopy fk =fk+, in V holds true for almost all k. We shall denote this 
approximative map by f= {fk, X + Y}N or, briefly, by f: X + Y. A pseudometric 
on the set of all approximative maps of X towards Y (in N) can be defined by the 
following expression d(f; g) = inf{sup{distance(fk, gk) 1 k 2 k’}) k’ = 1,2,. . .} (here 
distance(f,, gk) = sup{d(fk(X), gk(x)) Ix E X}). Some properties of the space 
obtained in this way have been studied in [14]. 
Consider a sequent of approximate maps f”: X + Y converging to f: X + Y and 
such that the shape morphism induced by f”, S(f”), is an isomorph&m for every 
n. The following example shows that it is not in general true that S(f) is left invertible. 
Example 1. Let X,, X2,. . . be a sequence of disjoint homeomorphic copies of a 
given continuum, lying in the Hilbert cube, Q, and converging to a point a belong 
ing to Q - lJz”=, Xi. Setting X = Uz, Xi u {a} we get a compactum lying in Q. 
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Consider a sequence of homeomorphisms h,:X+ X such that h,(X,) =X,,, 
h,(X,)=X,_, for 2sk<n, h,(X,)=X, for k 3 n + 1 and such that the sequence 
{h,} converges uniformly to a map h: X + X. Obviously h( X,) = h({ a}) = {a}. Then, 
if !I is the approximative map generated by h, S(b) is not left invertible. In fact 
S(_h) is not quasi left invertible i.e. S(_h) does not satisfy the following weaker 
condition: for every neighborhood U of X in Q there exists an approximative map 
g: Y+ X such that S(j)S(g)S(h) = S(j), where j: X + U is the inclusion. 
The aim of this paper is to study properties of certain limit morphisms. We define 
the notions of accessible and strongly accessible (approximative) maps, which are 
more general than those obtained as limits of shape equivalences. Approximately 
left invertible maps generate accessible maps and refinable maps r: X + Y, with X 
movable, generate strongly accesible maps. We prove that strongly accessible maps 
induce pseudo-isomorphisms in the sense of Kato [ 1 l] and show that if f: X + Y 
is accessible and Y is calm [7] then the shape morphism S(f) is left invertible. 
Information concerning shape theory and refinable maps can be found in [2, 
10-12, 161. 
Accessible approximative maps 
Definition 1. Let X and Y be compacta lying in compact metric AR-spaces M and 
N respectively. An approximative map f= {fk, X + Y}N is said to be accessible 
provided for every E > 0 and every neighborhood U of X in M there exist approxima- 
tive maps f’ = {f;, X + Y}N and g = {gk, Y + X}, such that (a) d(f;f’) < E and (b) -- 
S(j)S(g)S(f’) = S(j), where j: X+ U is the inclusion. We say that f is strongly 
accessible provided for every E > 0 and every neighborhood (U, V) of (X, Y) in 
(M, N) there are approximative maps f’ and g satisfying (a), (b) and (c) 
S(j’)S(f’)S(g) = S(j’), where j’: Y+ V is the inclusion. 
The next proposition, whose proof is left to the reader, establishes some simple 
facts about accessible maps. All compacta are assumed to lie in appropriate compact 
metric AR-spaces. 
Theorem 1. (a) Let fi: Xi + Y, be (strongly) accessible maps for i = 1, . . _ , n. Then 
the upproximative map f = n fi is also (strongly) accessible. 
(b) The diagonal of a family of upproximutive maps fi: X + Y,, i = 1,. . . , n, is 
accessible provided one of them is accessible. 
(c) Let f: X + Y be limit of a sequence of approximutive maps f” : X + Y. Then f is 
(strongly) accessible if f” is (strongly) accessible for almost all n. 
Note. In the rest of the paper all compacta are assumed to lie in the Hilbert cube Q. 
The following theorem assures that an important class of maps are strongly 
accessible when the domain is movable. 
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Theorem 2. Let f: X + Y be a reJinable map [lo] between compacta and suppose that 
X is movable. Then the approximative map f generated by f (i.e. the approximative 
map f = { fk =J; X + Y}o) is strongly accessible. 
Proof. Let (U, V) be a closed neighborhood of (X, Y) in (0, Q) (the Hilbert cube) 
and E a positive number. Consider a neighborhood U’c U of X such that there is 
a continuous extension 7: lJ’+ V of f: Since X is movable there exists a closed 
neighborhood U, c U’ of X and an approximative map g = {gk, U,+ X} such that 
S(j)S(g) = S(i), where i: U,+ U’ and j: X-+ U’ are the inclusions. We can assume 
without loss of generality that V is an ANR and, in consequence, there exists a 
6 > 0 such that two S-close maps from an arbitrary space into V are homotopic. 
Let n = min{ E, 6). Now it is easy to see, by an argument similar to that used by 
Kato in Theorem 1.5 of [ 111 that there is a q-refinement f’: X + Y and a map 
h : Y + U,, such that 
hf’zi’ and fib = j’, (1) 
where i’: X + U, and j’: Y + V are the inclusions. 
Consider the approximative map _e = {ek = g,h, Y + X}, obviously S(c) = 
S(g)S( h). Moreover, the fact that f andf’ are n-close implies that f =f' in V. Hence 
S(j’)S<f) = S(j’)S(f’) and by (1) we have 
S(j)S(e)S(f’) = S(j)S(g)S(h)S(f’) 
=S(j)S(g)S(i’)=S(i)S(i’)=S(j) 
and 
S(j’)S(f’)S(_e) = S(j’)S(f)S(_e) = S(.W(f)S(g)S(h) 
= S(j)S(j)S(g)S(h) = S(f)S(i)S(h) = S(j’). 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. q 
Remark 1. It should be noted that Kato has given an example showing that the 
relation Sh(X) 6 Sh( Y) does not follow from the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
Following Cerin we say that two fundamental sequences F = {&,X, Y} and 
I; = {Gk, X, Y} are s-close if for some neighborhood U of X in Q restrictions FklU 
and GklU are s-close maps for amost all k. If F and G are a-close then we get by 
restriction approximative maps f= {fk = Fklx, X + Y} and g = {gk = Gklx, X + Y} 
such that d(J; g) G E. We shall denote these approximative maps by F(, and Glx 
respectively. 
A fundamental sequence F = { Fkr X, Y} is said to be approximately left invertible 
provided for every E > 0 there are fundamental sequences F’ = {FL, X, Y} and 
I; = { Gk, Y, X} such that F and F’ are E-close and GF’ is s-close to i&. 
An e-fundamental sequence [9, Definition 3.11, E= {Fk, X, Y} is said to be 
approximately invertible provided for every E > 0 there are fundamental sequences 
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F’ = {FL, X, Y} and I; = { Gk, Y, X} such that GF’ is E-close to id, and E is 
s-close to idy. Every fundamental sequence generated by an AI-map (see, for 
instance [4] for a definition) is approximately invertible. It is easy to see that every 
approximately invertible e-fundamental sequence is approximately left invertible. 
A proof of this fact is implicitly contained in Theorem 3 below. It is also clear that 
approximately invertible e-fundamental sequences are right invertible in the sense 
of Cerin [9, p. 211. 
The next result improves Boxer’s Theorem [4, Theorem 3.11. Our proof is inspired 
by that of Boxer. 
Theorem 3. Let L: = { Fk, X, Y} be a fundamental sequence. If F is approximately left 
invertible then f = Fl, is accessible. If F is an e-fundamental sequence approximately 
invertible then f is strongly accessible. 
Proof. We are going to prove the second half of the theorem, the first part is easier 
and we leave it to the reader. 
Suppose that ( U, V) is a closed neighborhood of (X, Y) in (Q, Q) and .e a positive 
number. We can assume that U and V are ANR’s and in consequence there is a 
6 < E such that two &close maps into U (or V) are homotopic. Since F is approxi- 
mately invertible there are fundamental sequences F’= {FL, X, Y} and I; = 
{Gk, Y, X} satisfying the following conditions 
(a) there is a neighborhood V’ of Y in Q such that d( FkGk(y), y) ~$3 for every 
YE V’ and k> k, and 
(b) @’ and i& are T-close, where 1)~ 6 is chosen in such a way that there is 
a neighborhood U’ of X in Q satisfying the following conditions: if x and y are 
T-close points in U’ then d(F,(x), F,(y)) ~$3 for ka k& Now (b) implies that 
GkF;Ix =idx in U for almost all k and in consequence 
WS(g)S(f’) = W), 
where f’ = &, g = G\ x and j: X+ U is the inclusion. 
On the other hand there exists an index k,” such that 
(i) d (G&(x), x) < 77, 
(ii) G,F;(x) E U’ and 
(iii) F;(x) E V’ for every x E X and k z k,“. 
Then 
d(F,c(x), F;(x)) s d(F,Ax), ~GL~F;(x))+ d(MW;(x), F;(x)) 
<g+g=s 
(2) 
for x E X and k L max{ k,,, k& kg}. Hence, 
(3) 
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and as a consequence S(j’)S(f) = S(j’)S(f), with j’: Y -+ V the inclusion. Moreover, 
the fact that d(FkGk(y), y) <-$j for y E ? and k 2 kO implies that S(j’)S(f)S(g) = 
S(j’). Then we have 
S(j’)S(f’)S(g) = S(j’)S(f)S(g) = S(j’). (4) 
From (2), (3) and (4) it follows that f is strongly accessible and the proof is 
finished. c3 
The next result establishes a relation between the notion of strongly accessible 
map and the notion of pseudo-isomorphism [ll]. 
Theorem 4. If an approximative map f = {fk, X + Y} is strongly accessible, then the 
shape morphism S(f) is a pseudo-isomorphism. 
Proof. By MardeSiC’s Theorem 2’, [15], there exists a fundamental sequence F = 
{Fk, X, Y} such that &lx = fk for every k. We say that F is induced by f: Select two 
basesofneighborhoodsU,~U,~...~U;..andV,~V,~...~V;..ofXand 
Y in Q such that U, and V,, are compact ANR’s and FklU, = Fk+,lU. in V, for every 
n and k 2 n. Now, let n E N be given and consider m 3 n. Take F > 0 such that two 
arbitrary s-near maps from a space to V, are homotopic and select approximative 
maps f’:X-+Y and g:Y+X such that d(f,f’)<s, S(j)S(g)S(f’)=S(j) and 
S(j’)S(f’)S(g) = S(j’), with j: X+ U,,, and j’: Y-+ V,, the inclusions. Let F’ and I; 
be fundamental sequences induced by f’ and g respectively. Since d(f,f’) < E it 
can be easily seen that there exists a neighborhood U c U,,, of X in Q such that 
FklU=F;luin V,,fork~k,.Takem’~msuchthatF;Gk]v;~=idin V,,,G&I,_-id 
in U,, and Gklv,,,,-- Gk+rlv,,, in U for k z kl. Consider G,I v,.: V,,,,+ U,,, with r = 
max{ n, k,, k,}. Clearly F,G,I v,. = id in V,,. Now, for each p 2 m’ take k 2 max{ p, k,} 
such that FL(X) c VP. Then G,F;Ix = G,F;I, -id in U,,, and, consequently, S(f) 
is a pseudo-isomorphism. q 
The following result gives a sufficient condition for a strongly accessible 
approximative map to induce a shape isomorphism. 
Theorem 5. Let f: X + Y be an approximative map and Y a calm compactum [7]. If 
f is strongly accessible then S(f) is a shape isomorphism. Iffis accessible then S(f) 
admits a left inverse. 
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of Theorem 4 and Kato’s Lemma 2.1 
[12]. We are going to prove the second part of the theorem. First we shall see that 
X is also calm. By Cerin and Sostak’s Theorem [8, Theorem 4.11 (see also [17] for 
a stronger result concerning FANR’s) there exists an E > 0 such that two E-near 
approximative maps from an arbitrary compacturn towards Y are homotopic. Since 
Y is calm there exists a neighborhood 9 of Y in Q such that for every neighborhood 
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Vc 0 there exists a neighborhood V,c V such that if h, , h,: 2 + V, are maps with 
Ir, = h2 in q then h, = h, in V for all 2 E ANR. Let F = {&, X, Y} be a fundamental 
sequence induced by f and take a neighborhood t?J of X in Q such that Fkl tj = Fk+,( c 
in 0 for k 2 kO. Now consider a neighborhood U c i?J of X and select approximative 
mapsf:X+ Yandg: Y+Xsuchthatd(f,f’)<c andS(j)S(g)S(f’)=S(j),where 
j: X-+-U is the inclusion. Since f=f’ we also have S(j)S(g)S(f) = S(j). Let I; be 
a fundamental sequence induced by g and take a neighborhood V of Y in Q such 
that GklV= G k+l y in U for almost all k_ Let V, be the neighborhood associated to 1 
V by the calmness of Y and consider a neighborhood U,c U of X in Q such that 
&\u~^- &+lluO in VO and G&Iu~= i in U for almost all k. Consider now two maps 
h,, h2: Z + U, such that Z E ANR and h, = h2 in fi. Then, taking k large enough 
we have Fkhl(Z) c V,, Fkh2(Z) c V, and Fkh, = FkhZ in e which implies that Fkhl = 
FkhZ in V Hence, the following homotopies take place in U 
h, = G,F,h, = GkFkhZ = h,. 
This proves that X is calm. Now, the second assertion of the theorem follows from 
Theorem 3.3 of [5]. Cl 
Corollary 1. Let f: X + Y be an accessible map and YE FANR, then X E FANR. 
Proof. By [8] Y is calm. The corollary follows from Theorem 5 and Theorem 2.1 
of [2, p. 2551. 0 
Remark 2. Corollary 1 gives a partial answer to the problem whether the property 
of being an FANR is an invariant of quasi-domination [3]. See [13] for another 
partial result. 
The following corollary improves part of Boxer’s Theorem [6, Theorem 3.21 
(where in Boxer’s theorem %’ is the class of all compact ANR’s). 
Corollary 2. Let F = {Fk, X, Y} be an approximately left invertible fundamental 
sequence. Then X is calm if Y is calm. 
Proof. By Theorem 3 the approximative map f= ~1, is accessible. Now, Theorem 
5 implies that X is calm. 0 
The next corollary is also a generalization of Boxer’s results [5, Corollary 3.21. 
Corollary 3. Let Y be a calm compactum and F = { Fk, X, Y} a fundamental sequence. 
Then: 
(a) Zf F is approximately left invertible, Sh(X) < Sh( Y); 
(b) Zf F is an approximately invertible e-fundamental sequence, Sh(X) = Sh( Y). 
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Proof. This is also an immediate consequence of Theorems 3 and 5. 0 
We shall close by studying a property of the map between the spaces of components 
of compacta X and Y induced by a strongly accessible map. If f: X + Y is an 
approximative map we represent by A,: Cl (X) + 0 (Y) the map induced byfbetween 
the spaces of components of X and Y (see [2, p. 2141. We suppose that metrics d, 
and d2 have been fixed in 0 (X) and 0 ( Y) respectively. For the sake of simplicity 
both metrics will be denoted by d. 
Theorem 6. Let f= { fk, X + Y} be a strongly accessible map. Then ilf is an AI-map 
[4]. Moreover, for every Y0 E 0 ( Y) and every neighborhood W of Y,, in 0 ( Y) there 
exists a neighborhood W, of Y0 in Wsuch that the sequence of restrictions fkl P-l[n~l( w,,),, 
k = 1,2,. . . , defines a strongly accessible map towards q-l( W,) (here, p: X +O (X) 
and q: Y--f El ( Y) are the natural projections). 
Proof. Let (l-j,,, V,,) be a sequence of neighborhhods (in Q) of (X, Y), shrinking 
to (X, Y). Consider a null sequence of positive numbers (F,) and sequences of 
approximative maps f”: X + Y 
S( j,,)S(g”)S(f”) = S( j,,)- and 
and g”: Y+X such that d(f,f”)<en, 
S( jL)S(f”)S(g”) = S( j:) for n = 1,2, . . . , where 
jn: X + fi,, jk! Y+ V, are the inclusions. We-shall write A and A, to denote the 
maps Ar and Af* induced by f and f” respectively and prove that the sequence A,, 
n=l,2,... _ converges uniformly to A. Since 0 (X) and 0 ( Y) are compacta it is 
enough to show that the convergence is continuous. Let (X,,) be a sequence in 
0 (X) converging to X0. Then A,(X,,) + A (X0). Otherwise there would be an 
open-closed W, of 0 (Y) such that A(X,) E W,, and A,,(X,,) E Cl ( Y) - W, for 
i=l,2,... . However A(X,,) E W, for almost all i. Hence, if we separate q-‘( W,) 
and q-‘(O( Y) - W,,) by closed neighborhoods Vi and Vi in Q we have that 
d(f;f”z) 2 dist( Vi, Vi) > 0 for almost all i and this is in contradiction with the choice 
of the family (f”). Hence the sequence (A,,) converges uniformly to A. 
Now, let E >O be given and consider covers A,, . . . , A, and B, , . . . , B, of 0 (X) 
and q (Y) respectively by open-closed subsets satisfying the following conditions 
(1) AinAj=O and Bi.nB,!=O whenever i#j and i’#j’and 
(2) diameter (Ai) < E and diameter ( Bi,) < E for every i s r and i’s s. 
Take open subsets of Q, U{, . . . , lJ: and Vi,. . . , Vi such that Ai c lJi and Bi,c Vi) 
and U:n lJJ=@, Vi,n Vi,=@ for i,jsr, i’,j’ss. Then U=u LJ: and V=u Vi. 
are neighborhoods in Q of X and Y respectively. Now consider n EN such that 
d(A, A,,) < F, LJ, = U and V,, = V and let A; be the map between 0 ( Y) and 0 (X) 
induced by g”. If X,, and Y0 are arbitrary components of X and Y respectively 
with X~E A<, YOe Bir, the fact that S(j,)S(g”)S(f”) = S(j,,) and S(jk)S(f”)S(g”) = 
S(jL) implies that g;fi maps X0 into U, and fig; maps Y0 into I$ for almost all 
k. It follows that ALA, E Ai and A,A’,( YJE Bi.. Hence d(X,, A’,A,(X,J) < E 
and d ( YO, A,A L( YO)) < E. This obviously implies that A is approximately invertible. 
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To prove the second part of the theorem suppose that W is a neighborhood of 
Y,, in 0 ( Y) and take an open-closed W, such that Yoe W,= W. It can be readily 
seen that the sequence of restrictionsf,l,-It.,-+ w,)l, k = 1,2,. . . , forms an approxima- 
tive map towards q-‘( W,), we denote it by fl --I p ,A-~(wO)l. Since 0 (X) is a compact 
metric space and (A,,) converges continuously to A one easily gets that 
A,(K’(W,))c W,, and A,(A-‘(El(Y)- W,,))cO(Y)- W, for nan,. Now let 
E = dist( W,, 0 (Y) - W,,) and take n 2 n, such that d(A,A’,, id,,,,) < 8. We claim 
that A;( W,,) c A-‘( W,). Otherwise there would be a component YO~ W, such that 
A;( YO) E A-‘(0 (Y) - W,) and as a consequence A,AI,( YO) E q (Y) - W,. Hence 
d(A,Al,, id,,,,) 3 ~(AJL(YY,), Y,)z E which is in contradiction with the choice of 
n. The fact that A,(A-‘( W,)) c W, and Al,( W,) c A-‘( W,) implies that f” and g” 
define by restriction approximative maps fnlp-~[,,~~(w,,)l: p-‘[A-‘( W,)] Q q-l( g,) 
and gn14-~(w,,): q-I( W,)+p-‘[A-‘( W,)] for n 3 m,. Now let (U’, V’) be a neighbor- 
hood (in Q) of (p-‘[A-‘( W,)], q-‘( W,)) and E > 0 a positive number. Consider 
n 2 m, such that d(f”,f) < E and all components of CJ,, meeting p-‘[A-‘( W,)] 
are contained in U’ and similarly all components of V,, meeting q-‘( W,) are con- 
tained in V’. A simple argument, similar to that used by Ball in [l, Theorem 
2.21, proves that S(j)S(gn14-~~~,))S(~l~~~~,~~~~~“~~) = S(j) and 
S(j’)S(f”l,-l,,~l,w,,,)S(g”l,-I,,,,) = S(y), where j:p-‘[A-‘( W,)]+ U’ and 
j’: q-l( W,)+ V’ are the inclusions. This proves that fP-lt,,~l(w,)l is strongly 
accessible. 0 
Corollary 4. Let X and Y be zero-dimensional compacta. Then, the two following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) There exists a strongly accessible map of X towards Y. 
(2) There exists an AI-map from X onto Y. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 3 and 6. 0 
Finally, the author wants to express his gratitude to the referee for his useful 
remarks. 
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